
Planetesimal Formation
As particles grow in mass, they decouple from the gas and begin to settle toward 
midplane of disk 

Consider: gas is partially supported against stellar gravity by pressure in radial 
direction, so gas moves slower than Keplerian rate.

Smaller grains are coupled to the gas, but: 
Larger particles (mm - cm) move closer to 
Keplerian and thus feel a headwind from 
the slower gas.  

-> some angular momentum is 
removed from particle -> they drift 
inward 

Very large bodies (km-sized) have low 
surface area to mass ratio, so feel less 
headwind -> no drift



Planetesimal Formation
Gravitational instability planetesimal formation:  

• if dust settles in very thin disk that is also nearly perfectly free of 
turbulence, then dust disk may fragment into clumps that collapse 
under own gravity; 

• problem: turbulence prohibits these circumstances from being 
reached. 

Streaming instability: 
• bodies drift in (from loss of angular momentum), encounter another 

one and accumulate 
• slower drifting clusters are overtaken and joined by isolated 

particles, increasing the local density and further reducing radial drift 
• -> exponential growth of the clusters 

Gravo-turbulent planetesimal formation:  
• the turbulence itself causes local enhancements of dust density, 

vortices can “trap" dust



From Planetesimals to Planetary Embryos
Lots of planetesimals floating around.  
These O(1 km)-sized bodies feel much less headwind from the gas. 

Collisions abound: 
- can be mostly inelastic -> accretion 
- elastic -> fragmentation 
- elastic -> rebound 

- “semi”-Keplerian orbits are changed to random motions 



Gravitational Focusing

Without gravitational focusing: 

Γ = π  Rp2 

Rp

With gravitational focusing: 

Γ = π  b2 = π













Runaway and Oligarchic Growth
When v << ve, embryos accrete planetesimals very quickly -> runaway growth 

In a group of embryos, the larger ones can excite nearby planetesimals to 
higher velocities; smaller less so, so they grow faster -> oligarchic growth. 
This means that growth eventually slows for all embryos, once they get large 
and massive enough. 

Embryo can only accrete planetesimals from nearby, because those arriving 
from a wider range of heliocentric distances have too high v. 

When planetary embryo has consumed all planetesimals within gravitational 
reach, runaway growth stops -> isolation mass. 

For minimum mass solar nebula:  
Miso = 6 Moon masses near Earth’s orbit 
Miso = 1 Earth mass near Jupiter’s orbit 

So isolation mass is higher in outer solar system.



How do the planetary embryos grow 
further?

• scattering between planetesimals 

• perturbations of planetesimals by nearby still-accreting embryos 

• gas drag 

• radial motion of the embryo can take it to other zones with 
planetesimals



What happens to the remaining material?

• In outer solar system, remaining solids scattered to Oort cloud or 
ejected by interactions with the giant planets 

• In inner solar system, terrestrial planets did not have sufficient mass to 
eject material, so likely accreted it all 


